
 

 

       Terra Luna Lodge, Patagonia 
      2015-2016 

 
 
A unique place… for unique people…  

 

Terra Luna Lodge is located 290 Km south from Balmaceda airport (4 -5 hours transfer), located in a6 ha private land, with more 

than 400m of “beach” and an extraordinary view of the nearby snowed peaks over the turquoise Lake General Carrera. Terra 

Luna offer rooms, apartments and bungalows completely equipped allow to lodge confortably amongst nature, with a complete 

infrastructure. A real paradise in Chilean Patagonia… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terra Luna is located in Puerto Guadal, on the shore o Lake General Carrera, in a bay renowned for its exceptional micro-climate 

that allows to visit the area “all year round”. 

During low season (from May to August) we offer promotional rates and alternative very interesting activities such us rural tourism, 

snowshoes, trekking, an outstanding canopy and boating excursions. Charms of Patagonia in autumn and winter are yet to be 

discovered, and in several cases they can even be superior than high season scenaries. Some of the most important advantages 

that low season can give you are: amazing colors, no insects nor wind, almost no tourists around, no dust on the roads and finally 

considerably lower rates. It’s also the best time for photography (light & colors), Navigation is also better no winds means no 

waves on the lakes and overflights have much less turbulence as well. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Web: http://www.terraluna.cl     Reservas: mailto:info@terra-luna.cl

http://www.terraluna.cl/
mailto:info@terra-luna.cl
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Location 

 

 

    The Best location… a micro-climate that allows to visit the area all year round  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We invite you to experience the Chilean Patagonia ALL YEAR ROUND. 
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A unique experience 

 
Area attractions: 

 
The lodge is located in a priviledged and strategis location, on the shore of lake General Carrera, facing 
Patagonia Northern Icefield and its impressive glaciers Leones, Nef and Soler, Laguna San Rafael and 
Mount San Valentín (4058m), Patagonia’s highest peak..  
Some kilometers to the south  is Río Baker, a fisherman’s paradise and Lake Cochrane where it’s posible to 
visit Tamango Nacional Reserve dedicated to “Huemules” (Andean dear) protection and Cerro San 
Lorenzo (3706 m). To the North are “Capillas de Mármol” , incredible marbel caves drown by erosion of 
the lake waves,  Glaciar and Exploradores Valley and Cerro Castillo National reserve, in between many 
other Natural treasures. 
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Services & Infrastructure 
 
Services Offered: 
 
“All inclusive” traditional active programs and Expeditions for the most sportive people. For “Walk In” 
visitors, we offer simple lodging alternatives with optionnal activities and excursions to different spots by the 
way of trekking, horseriding, biking, overlanding, and jet boating to unknowned but incredible glaciers Leones 
and Soler. Besides Terra Luna offers unique expeditions to the Northern Icefield magical white world. 
 
 

Infrastructure: 
 
Our capacity is 56 persons and we have bar, restaurant, private discotheque, Audiovisual room, Cinema, 
Jacuzzi, Hot Tub, sauna, laundry, children area, telephone, Internet WI-FI, mini climbing wall, billard, private 
transportation, bikes, boats, Canopy and kayak rental , mini shop, and parking, to enjoy Chilean Patagonia. 
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Lodging Alternatives 
 

Lodge San Valentín (Standard rooms): 
This building has 3 standard rooms (1 to 3 PAX each) with private bathroom. The building is also equipped 

with a common leisure room, a kitchenette, and a terrace shared between users of the 3 rooms. Rooms are sold 
seperately . 

 
Main Lodge (touristic appartments): 
The lodge has  4 triplex units  with 2 double rooms, 1 single room (changeable  in a double room for children), 1 

toilet and 1 living room with direct access to the main terrace. There is no kitchen in the units. The restaurant is 
located in the same building. 

 
Tree houses  “Nido” and “Nido 2” (independant rooms): 
Beautifull rooms built on the treetops with an excelent view & privacy. These buildings has 1 DBL Room and private bathroom. 

 

The “Jacuzzi ” (independant room): 
Beautifull  independant room with  the best  view of the lodge and a jacuzzi. Special for Money moon travellers. This building 

has1 DBL Room and private bathroom. 

 
The “pirate house” (independant room): 
Beautifull  independant room built in a wood boat located at the shore of the lake. Special for Money moon travellers. This 

building has a DWB (MAT) Room and private bathroom. 

   
Bungalows (fully equiped): 
-THE “FAMILY HOUSE”, for  6 persons with 2 bed rooms (1 DWB and 1 QDPL), 1 

living room, 1 kitchenette, 1 mezzanine, 2 bathrooms, and terrace. 

Possibility to increase the capacity of the family house to 8 persons with 

the “rinconcito” (optional) 

-THE “CRISTAL” , for 6 persons with 2 TPL room. 1 living room, 1 

kitchenette, 2 bathrooms, and terrace. 

-THE “SAN LORENZO” , for 4 persons with 2 DWB room. 1 living room, 1 

kitchenette, 1 bathrooms, and terrace. 

 
Camp Huts (Basic lodging, refuge style): 
The  “Camp Huts” are small “practical” 2 flor mini-houses (20m2), for 2 pax 

with terrace, and a “refuge” type room at the 2nd flor under the roof. 

-THE  “CUEVA” (for 1 or 2 persons) 

-THE  “CONEJERA” (for 1 or 2 persons) 

 

Notes:  

All lodging include breakfast 

All lodging include heating stove, telephone &  fire alarm. 

Additionnaly, Bungalows & Camp Huts are equipped with a kitchen (2 fires), 

an ozone purified water and a refrigerator to cook your own meals. 
 

 

 

 

PPPrrrooogggrrraaammmsss   222000111555---   222000111666   iiinnn   TTTeeerrrrrraaa   LLLuuunnnaaa:::                              
Habitación 

3 
 

 

3 SGL 
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TRADITIONAL ACTIVE PROGRAMS 

 

4 days / 3 nights “WONDERS OF LAKE GENERAL CARRERA”  

(TL 01)  REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS  

 

5 days / 4 nights “FLY FISHING IN TERRA LUNA”  

(TL 02)  PRIVATE DEPARTURES: Season OCTOBER to  MAY 

 

6 days / 5 nights “TERRA LUNA MULTIACTIVITY”  

(TL 03) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY FRIDAYS 

 

7 days / 6 nights “LAKES & FJORDS OF AYSEN”  

(TL 04) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAYS 

 

7 days / 6 nights “GLACIERS OF PATAGONIA”  (with 1 night camping) 

(TL 05) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAYS 

 

11 days / 10 nights “FULL CARRETERA AUSTRAL”  

(TL 06) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY FRIDAYS 

 

5 days / 4 nights “THE GLACIER CONNECTION”  

(TL 07) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY FRIDAYS 

 

EXPEDITION PROGRAMS 

 

7 days / 6 nights “TREK CERRO HYADES”  

(EXP 01)  REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY MONTH 1st TUESDAY FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

7 days / 6 nighs “UP TO THE ICEFIELD”  

(EXP 02) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAY FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

11 days / 10 nights “ICEFIELD CIRCUIT”  

(EXP 03) REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY MONTH 1st TUESDAY FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

11 days / 10 nights “SAN LORENZO (3706m)”  

(EXP 04) PRIVATE DEPARTURES FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

20 days / 19 nights “SAN VALENTIN (4058m)”  

(EXP 05) PRIVATE DEPARTURES FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

8 days / 7 nights “THE DESCENT OF RIO BAKER” 

(EXP 06) PRIVATE DEPARTURES FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

7 days / 6 nights “INDOMITABLE PATAGONIA” 

(EXP 06) PRIVATE DEPARTURES FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 

All programs include: 

-Transfers from and to Balmaceda airport. 

-Lodging according to programs and full board (Breakfast, lunch, dinner) 

-Excursions according to programs 

-Bilingual guide Español/English/French (other languages according to disponibility) 

-Free use of SPA (hot tub, sauna, training machine). 

- Free use of VTT, horses,  pedal boat, kayaks y canoes, books,  cinema, and audiovisual 

infrastructure, billard, babyfoot, climbing wall, “petanque” and children area. 
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DDDaaayyy   bbbyyy   dddaaayyy   TTTrrraaadddiiitttiiiooonnnaaalll   aaaccctttiiivvveee   PPPrrrooogggrrraaammmsss:::   

   
 

4 days / 3 nights ”WONDERS OF GENERAL CARRERA LAKE”  (TL 01): 
 

REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS 

 

 

DAY 1: BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA  

Departure from Coyhaique or reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we do a boat excursion (if possible) to the “Capilla de 

Mármol”, fantastic maze of caves drawed by the millenary waves of the lake. Arrival to 

Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and overnight in Terra Luna lodge on the  shore of Lake  

General Carrera. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2: TERRA LUNA  

Full day in the area of Puerto Guadal where you can enjoy several excursions (Baker river, 

lakes fossils, glaciers, etc...) and activities like trekking, mountain biking, horse back 

riding, fishing, etc… (see description of activities and excursions). (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 3: TERRA LUNA   

Idem  day 2. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 4: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Breakfast in Terra Luna. Transfer to Balmaceda or Teniente Vidal (Coyhaique) Airport . End 

of services (B,L) 

 

Program Includes 

- Overland Transfers to/from Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be 

shared.) 

- 03 Lodgment night in Terra Luna with full board included (B:breakfast, L:lunch, 

D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in our excursión menu 

- Transfers  

- Specialized bilingual guided (Language according to availability) 

- Free use of HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

 

Program not includes: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurant meals 

- Tips. 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Supplement single  

 

Recommended flights: 

IN Flight:  Arrival to Balmaceda before 12:00 hrs. (Noon) 

OUT Flight:   Departure from Balmaceda after 15:00 hrs. 

 

All excursions may change according to local conditions without previous notice.  

 

 

RECOMMENDED OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS: 

 

For those who want to live a unique experience, we highly recommend: 

- Jet boat excursions on rivers Leones, Soler, and Nef to live a great adventure, an 

unforgettable experience  and reach the glaciers that come from the icefield. 

Habitación 

3 
 

 

3 SGL 
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5 days / 4 nights  “FLY FISHING IN TERRA LUNA” (TL 02): 
Fishing season: October to May 

 

PRIVATE DEPARTURES: October to May 

 

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Departure from Coyhaique or Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by 

the mountain that takes the same name. We had lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then 

we follow to Puerto Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to 

the “Marble Chapel" fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. 

Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and dinner in Terra Luna Restaurant on the  shore 

of General Carrera Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2:  TERRA LUNA  

Breakfast in Terra Luna Restaurant. Meeting with fishing guide for a full day fishing at 

the Rio Baker / Lake Bertrand area. Wading and/or Navigation in boat. Lunch included. Back 

to the lodge overnight at Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 3:   TERRA LUNA  

Breakfast in Terra Luna Restaurant. Meeting with fishing guide for a full day fishing at 

the Rio Cochrane. Lunch included. Back to the lodge overnight at Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 4: TERRA LUNA  

Breakfast in Terra Luna Restaurant. Meeting with fishing guide for a full day on the 

rivers of the south shore of Lake General Carrera (Maqui, Aviles, Furioso, Maiten, etc…). 

Lunch included. Back to the lodge overnight at Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 5:  TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Breakfast in Terra Luna Restaurant. Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique, following the 

extraordinary Austral Road. Arrival to Balmaceda or Coyhaique. End of services (B,L)  

 

INCLUDED 

- Overland Transfers to & From Balmaceda or Coyhaique Airport. (Note: Transfer can be 

shared) 

- All lodgments according to the program in Terra Luna Lodge  

- Boats for fishing excursions when needed   

- Private specialized fly fishing guide Guide (English spoken if available)   

- All meals according to the program (B=breakfast, L=lunch, D=dinner) 

-  Visits, Entrances, Park fees, etc.  

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat 

- Basic fishing equipment ( Fyshing Pole & Flys). 

 

NOT INCLUDED 

- Flights and airport taxes   

- Local Charter flights 

- Any kind of Drinks during restaurant/hotel meals   

- Personal Fly Fishing equipment (waders, etc…)   

- Tips   

- Services NOT specified in the program   

- SGL Supplement   

 

Recommended flights: 

IN Flight:  Arriving Balmaceda before 12:00 hrs. (Noon) 
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OUT Flight:   Departing Balmaceda after 15:00 hrs. 

 

 
 

 

 

6 days / 5 nights “TERRA LUNA MULTIACTIVITY” (TL 03): 

 

REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY FRIDAYS. 

 

DAY 1:  BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Departure from Coyhaique or Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by 

the mountain that takes the same name. We had lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then 

we follow to Puerto Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to 

the “Marble Chapel" fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. 

Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and dinner in Terra Luna Restaurant on the  shore 

of General Carrera Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2  TERRA LUNA - MARISCOS PETRIFICADOS - TERRA LUNA 

In the morning transfer to the surroundings of Puerto Guadal, where we enjoy a day of 

trekking up to the “Veranada” where we can find thousands of fossiles. A breathtaking view 

over the landscape and the mountains San Valentin  (4058m) and San Lorenzo (3706m) awaits 

us. Back to Terra Luna. (B, L, D) 

 

DAY 3:   TERRA LUNA 

In the morning we enjoy the canopy, before to transfer to Rio Meliquina for a fantastic 

afternoon of canoeing towards lake General Carrera. Back to Terra Luna. (B,L, D) 

 

DAY 4:   TERRA LUNA - PUERTO BERTRAND - TERRA LUNA 

Another day full of activities! Leaving Terra Luna in the morning for a mountain  bike 

tour to laguna La Manga (2h) . Then transfer to  Puerto Bertrand, the spring of Rio Baker 

for a afternoon of river rafting grade 2). or fly Fishing . Transfer back to Terra Luna. 

(B, L, D) 

 

DAY 5:  TERRA LUNA – GLACIAR LEONES - TERRA LUNA 

Day of trekking to Leones Lake.  Passing valleys and beautiful countrysides, we appreciate 

the glacier Mapuche and the mountain range of the Valle del Leon. We reach the lake and do 

a zodiac excursion to the glaciar. Back to the car in the Valle del Leon which will take 

us back to Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 6: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda  or Coyhaique airport for connecting flight back to Santiago. End of 

services (B,L) 

 

INCLUDED 

- Overland Transfers to & From Balmaceda or Coyhaique Airport. (Note: Transfer can be 

shared) 

- 05 Lodgment night in Terra Luna with full board included (B:breakfast, L:lunch, 

D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide Spanish/ English (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

 

NOT Included in Program: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurant meals 

- Tips. 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Supplement single  
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Recommended flights: 

IN Flight:  Arriving Balmaceda before 12:00 hrs. (Noon) 

OUT Flight:   Departing Balmaceda after 15:00 hrs. 

 

All excursions may varie according to local conditions without previous notice 
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7 days / 6 nights  “LAKES & FJORDS OF AYSEN” (TL 04): 

REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAYS. 

Conventional program, available ALL YEAR ROUND with a 2 day excursion to Tortel, 

extraordinary village of the “end of the world” (lodging in a guest house). This is a more 

complete version with more excursions alternatives (3 entire days). 

 

DAY 1: BALMACEDA /COYHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Departure from Coyhaique or reception in Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to  

Puerto Guadal. We cross an incredible variety of landscapes. On the way, we do a boat 

excursion (if it is possible) to the “Capilla de Mármol”, fantastic rock drawed by the 

millenary waves of the lake. Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks. Overnight in Terra 

Luna lodge on the  shore of Lake General Carrera. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2: TERRA LUNA  

Full day in the area of Puerto Guadal where you can enjoy several excursions (Baker river, 

lakes, fossils, glaciers, etc...) and activities like trekking, mountain biking, horse 

back riding, fishing, etc... (see description of activities and excursions). (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 3: TERRA LUNA   

Idem day 2. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 4: TERRA LUNA   

Idem  day 2. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 5: TERRA LUNA- RESERVA TAMANGO-TORTEL 

We drive south along the Baker river and its amazing colour and discover beautiful 

lansdcapes. Arrival to Cochrane where w stop for lunch. We follow the recently inaugurated 

last section of the Austral Road from Vagabundo area bordering  the  Baker River to reach 

the isolated village of Caleta Tortel. The landscapes are absolutely wild  and unexplored. 

No words can describe this unique experience of discovering a village hanging between the 

fjord and the hills. Overnight in a guesthouse. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 6: TORTEL-TERRA LUNA 

Morning visit to Caleta Tortel.Trip back to Terra Luna. Lodge. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 7: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique airport for connecting flight back to Santiago. End of 

services (B,L) 

 

Program Includes 

- Overland Transfers to/from Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be 

shared.) 

- 05 Lodgment night in Terra Luna + 01 night in local guest house in Caleta Tortel with 

full board included (B:breakfast, L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in our excursion menu 

- Transfers  

- Specialized bilingual guided (Language according to availability) 

- Free use of  HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

 

Program Does Not includes: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurant meals 

- Tips. 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Single Supplement  
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7 days/6 nights “GLACIERS OF PATAGONIA”  (TL 05): 
 

REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY TUESDAY FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL 

 
Exclusive program to invite you to trek and navigate with our  jet boat to discover 

patagonia’s most beautiful glaciers.  Know 4 glaciers in only 7 days!!! 

 

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Departure from Coyhaique or Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by 

the mountain that takes the same name. We had lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then 

we follow to Puerto Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to 

the “Marble Chapel" fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. 

Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and dinner in Terra Luna Restaurant on the  shore 

of General Carrera Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2:  TERRA LUNA  

Full day in the area of Puerto Guadal where you can enjoy several excursions (Baker river, 

lakes, fossils, glaciers, etc...) and activities like trekking, mountain biking, horse 

back riding, fishing, etc... (see description of activities and excursions).. Back to the 

lodge. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 3:   TERRA LUNA-EXPLORADORES GLACIER-TERRA LUNA 

We take the car to visit Exploradores valley, amongst the rain forests of the are. We 

reach lake Bayo and do a small trekking (1h) towards Explorador glacier, coming from Mount 

San Valentín. Back to Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY4:   TERRA LUNA-SOLER GLACIER-TERRA LUNA 

We navigate with our jet boat the 3 lakes (Carrera, Bertrand, Plomo) and follow up Soler 

and Cacho rivers.  Trekking (1 to 2 hour) to reach Soler glacier. Walk on the glacier. 

Back to Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY5:   TERRA LUNA-LAKE LEONES-GLACIER LEONES 

Jet boat ride into Leones valley. Trekking (30mn-1h) to lake Leones. We  navigate on the 

lake to reach the glacier coming  from the icefield. Walk on the glacier. Camp on lake 

Leones in a magnificient scenery.. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY6:  LEONES GLACIER –LAKE FIERO- TERRA LUNA 

Trekking (1h30-2h) to lake Fiero. Navigation on lake Fiero amongst the icebergs, floating 

on the grey waters of the lake. Trekking (1h30) to lake Leones and to Leones valley (2h). 

Transfer back to Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 7:  TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique  airport for connecting flight back to Santiago. End of 

services (B,L) 

 

Program Includes 

- Overland Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be 

shared.) 

- 05 Lodgment night in Terra Luna with full board included (B:breakfast, L:lunch, 

D:dinner). 

-1 night camp. 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide Spanish/ English (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

 

NOT Included in Program: 

- CHARTER Flights, 
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- Drinks during restaurant meals 

- Tips. 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Supplement single  

- sleeping bag (necessary) (Rental: US$ 20/night) 

  

 

All excursions may change according to local conditions without previous notice.  

11 days / 10 nights  “FULL CARRETERA AUSTRAL” (TL 06):  

REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY FRIDAYS. 

 
Program with the  complete Austral road from Chaiten to Villa O Higgins. Unforgettable!! 
  
DAY 1: PTO MONTT-CHAITEN(IN)-EL PANGUE 
 Local flight from Pto Montt to Chaiten. Reception in Chaiten and drive south to Lake 

RisoPatron. Overnight in El Pangue. Lodging. (L,D) 
  
DAY 2: EL PANGUE-PN QUEULAT-PUYUHUAPI 
Visit to Queulat National Park. Excusion  to the hanging glacier. Lodging in Puyuhuapi hot 

springs (CB,L,D) 
  
DAY 3:PUYUHUAPI- COIHAIQUE 
 We cross Queulat national Park Then, road to Coihaique. Lodging. (CB,L,D) 
  
DAY 4:COIHAIQUE-TERRA LUNA 
Departure from Coyhaique. We visit cerro Castillo and follow the Austral road to  Puerto 

Guadal. We cross an incredible variety of landscapes. On the way, we do a boat excursion 

(if it is possible) to the “Capilla de Mármol”. Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Overnight in 

Terra Luna lodge on the  shore of Lake General Carrera. (L,D)  
  
DAY 5: TERRA LUNA  
Full day in the area of Puerto Guadal to enjoy several excursions and activities like 

trekking, mountain biking, horse back riding, fishing, etc... (see description of 

activities and excursions). (B,L,D) 
  
  
DAY 6: TERRA LUNA-TORTEL 
We drive south along the Baker river and its amazing colour and discover  the confluence 

between baker and Nef river. Lunch in Cochrane. Excursion to Tamango reserve to try to see 

the “huemul”. We finally reach the isolated village of Caleta Tortel. The landscapes are 

absolutely wild  and unexplored. Lodging. (B,L,D) 

 
DAY 7: TORTEL-VILLA O HIGGINS 
Morning  excursion to the “Isla de los Muertos”. Road to Villa O Higgins, the very end of 

the Carretera Austral. Lodging (CB,L,D) 
  
DAY 8: VILLA O HIGGINS-COCHRANE 
Road back to Cochrane. Lodging. (CB,L,D) 
  
DAY 9: COCHRANE-TERRA LUNA 
Short visit into Chacabuco valley and back to Terra Luna. (CB,L,D) 

 
DAY 10: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 
Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique airport for connecting flight back to Santiago. End of 

services (B,L) 
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Program Includes 
- Overland Transfers during the entire trip and local flight Pto Montt Chaiten 
- 9 nights lodgment with full board included (B:breakfast, L:lunch, D:dinner). 
- Daily excursions detailed  
- Specialized bilingual guided (Language according to availability) 
Program Does Not includes: 
- CHARTER Flights, 
- Drinks during restaurant meals 
- Tips and services not detailed in the program 
- Single Supplement  

 
Note: It’s possible to end the program on day 8 in Villa O Higgins to connect with the 

cross of Lake O Higgings  to El Chalten (not included). In this case, apply a 20% discount 

to normal price.
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5 days/4 nights “THE GLACIER CONNECTION”  (TL 07): 
 

REGULAR DEPARTURES: EVERY FRODAY FROM DECEMBER TO MARCH 

 
Exclusive program to invite you to trek and discover Aysen’s most renown glaciers. 

 

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Departure from Coyhaique or Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by 

the mountain that takes the same name. We had lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then 

we follow to Puerto Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to 

the “Marble Chapel" fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. 

Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and dinner in Terra Luna Restaurant on the  shore 

of General Carrera Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2:  TERRA LUNA –LAGUNA SAN RAFAEL 

2 day excursion to Laguna San Rafael. Road goes through Patagonian humid forests before to 

reach Bahia Exploradores (3h) . Navigation on the “elephant channel” and “tempano river” 

before we reach Laguna San Rafael. (3h). We watch the icebergs and the “wall” of the 

glacier. Small walk through the humid forest to reach the mirador of the glacier.  Camp. 

(B,L,D) 

 

DAY 3:   LAGUNA SAN RAFAEL-EXPLORADORES GLACIER-TERRA LUNA 

We walk on the beach before to navigate back to Bahia Exploradores and take the car to 

visit Exploradores valley,. Small trekking (1h) towards then mirador of the glacier, 

coming from Mount San Valentín. Back to Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 4:   TERRA LUNA-LAKE LKEONES-GLACIER LEONES-TERRA LUNA 

Full day jet boat excursion with Patagonia Jet  to lake & glacier Leones. We do a small 

walk to get to the lake before we navigate it to reach the glacier in a magnificient 

scenary. Back to Terra Luna.. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY5:  TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique  airport for connecting flight back to Santiago. End of 

services (B,L) 

 

Program Includes 

- Overland Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be 

shared.) 

- 03 Lodgment night in Terra Luna and 1 night canp in Lagina San Rafael 

- Full board (B:breakfast, L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide Spanish/ English (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

 

NOT Included in Program: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurant meals 

- Tips.and services not detailed in the program 

- Single Supplement 

-sleeping bag (necessary) (Rental: US$ 20/night) 

  

 

All excursions may change according to local conditions without previous notice. 
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Day by day Expeditions programs 
 

 

7 days/ 6 nights  “TREK CERRO HYADES”  (EXP 01): 
 

REGULAR DEPARTURES: 1st TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL.  

 

Objective: Trekking circuit. Circle concept similar to the  Paine circuit but with better 

landscapes in a mountain environment. All inclusive program with several activities 

included (boating, trekking, Basic climbing, etc…). Magnificent view over the Northern 

Patagonian Icefield and it’s mountains, with out getting into the ice. 

  

DAY  1: BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to Puerto Guadal. On the way, 

we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by the mountain that takes the 

same name. We have lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then we follow to Puerto 

Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to the “Marble Chapel" 

fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. Arrival to Puerto 

Guadal. Welcome drinks and overnight in Terra Luna lodge on the  shores of General Carrera 

Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2: TERRA LUNA-LAGO PLOMO-RIO CACHO-LAGUNA HUEMUL 

Transfer to lago Bertrand navigation with Jet boat across the lake to lago Plomo, Soler 

river and Cacho river. We trek along the north valley up to the impressive glaciar Soler. 

A glacier moraine hides a beatiful small lagoon wich is a natural refuge for several 

huemules (Andean deer). Camp at the feet of the great walls. Unique Panorama over the 

glaciars and nearby summits. (B,L,D)  

 

DAY 3: LAGUNA HUEMUL-LAGUNA SOLER-CAMP PASO 

We cross Laguna Soler by boat. Trek up a glacier moraine. Progression is difficult but 

after 3-4 h we finnaly reach the base of Paso Piola. We get up the pass from where we get 

an extraordinary view over lake leones, Mount San Valentin (4058m) and the numerous 

glaciers that come down from the Northern Patagonian Ice Cape. Camp below the pass. 

(B,L,D)  

 

DAY 4:  CAMP PASO-LAGO LEONES 

 We trek down to lago leones where a zodiak gets us to the glaciar. Ice trek on the 

glacier. We cross the lake to get to our camp. (D,A,C) 

 

DAY 5:  LAGO LEONES-LAGO FIERO-LAGO LEONES 

 Security day. We trek to lake Fiero. Navigation on lake Fiero to get to the glaciar. 

Back to the camp. (D,A,C) 

 

DAY 6: LAGO LEONES-LAGO CACHORRO-TERRA LUNA 

Excursion and kayaking on lake Cachorro. Trekking and transfer back to  Terra Luna Lodge. 

Hotel (B,L,D)  

 

DAY 7: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda airport for connecting flight back to Santiago or arrival in 

Teniente Vidal airport and transfer to the hotel in Coyhaique (hotel not included). End of 

services (B,L) 

 

Included: 

-Overland Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be 

shared.) 

- Lodgment & full board included according to the program. (B:breakfast, L:lunch, 

D:dinner)  
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- Excursions, Entrances, Fully equipped camps, Specialized bilingual guide English/Spanish 

(Other languages according to availability) - Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and 

pedal boat. 

NOT Included: 

- CHARTER Flights, drinks during restaurante meals, Tips, Sleeping bags, Mountaineering 

equipment (Ask us), Services not included in the program. 

 

NOTE: Entrance & departure transfers for private programs, to and/or from Terra Luna could 

eventually be share as in a regular service, due to logistic reasons. 
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7 days / 6 nights “UP TO THE ICEFIELD” (EXP 02): 
SALIDAS REGULARES: TODOS LOS MARTES DEL AÑO 

 

The Patagonian Northern icecap is one of the World’s mosty beautiful place. We open this 

World to the public thanks to this program that leads you to the Herat of this white World 

with the opcion to clima Cerro Mocho or Cerro Cristal. This expedition is a nice challenge 

for trekkers and mountaineerers who pretend to initiate to major grade expeditions in 

Patagonia. Located in front of our lodge TERRA LUNA, this place is visited with excelent 

logistical support, with permanent comunication with our base.  

  

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to Puerto Guadal. On the way, 

we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by the mountain that takes the 

same name. We have lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then we follow to Puerto 

Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to the “Marble Chapel" 

fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. Arrival to Puerto 

Guadal. Welcome drinks and overnight in Terra Lunalodge on the  shores of General Carrera 

Lake. (L,D)  

DAY 2:  TERRA LUNA-LAGO LEONES-PTA CAMELLO 

Early transfer to Leones  valley. Trekking to the lake. We cross the lake with a zodiac. 

We climb (with charge) to Pta Camello camp. Nice trekking up hill into the rain forest and 

up the rocky edges amongst the mountains. Perfect panorama on the glaciers and the 

surrounding summits. (B,L,D)  

DAY 3:   PTA CAMELLO-CAMP ITALIANO   

We cross Leones glacier towards the Icefield. The landscape becomes aereal and very 

impressive. We are just below the icefield and set our camp at Camp Italiano. (B,L,D) 

DAY 4:  CAMP ITALIANO-NORTHERN PATAGONIAN ICE FIELD -CAMP ITALIANO 

We get up the icefield by a pass located at the foot of the icy mountains like Cerro 

Cristal. The view opens on this extraordinary plateau of 110kms long and 45kms wide. The 

world’s most beautiful landscape for many people. Posible climb of cerro Cristal or Mocho. 

Back to Italian camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 5: CAMP ITALIANO – PTA CAMELLO 

Security day. Back to Pta Camello. Camp (B,L,D) 

DAY 6: PTA CAMELLO - PUERTO LEON – TERRA LUNA 

Back to  Puerto Leon. Lake crossing with zodiac and trekking back to valley  Leones. 

Transfer to Terra Luna lodge. (B,L,D)  

DAY 7:TERRA LUNA – COIHAIQUE/BALMACEDA (OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda/Coyhaique to conect with your return flight. (B,L)  

 

PASSENGER EQUIPMENT LIST: 

-Sleeping bag (Hyolophil recommended)  + bivouac bag recommended -Very good glacier 

glasses 

-1 big backpack (90l-120l) - Clothes for wet weather more than for cold weather -Trekking 

shoes 

-Polarfleece + goretex trousers and jacket -ski goggles -polarfleece monk’s cloak -Therm-

a-rest + survival blanket 

-polyamid wind stopper gloves + goretex covergloves -cantine and/or thermos 

- Telescopic ski poles with sharp extremity -Mountaineering harness (with regulation)- 

Snow Overboots (gaiters)  

-Comfortable and good mountaineering plastic boots. (KOFLACH Arctis Expeditions or 

similar) 

-1 technical ice axes: with hammer or normal -1 ice screw  

TERRA LUNA will bring tents, ropes, radios, GPS, sleds, additional mountain gear, 

snowshoes, showels,  etc... 

 

Program Includes 

- Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique  

- 02 Lodgment night in Terra Luna + 04 camp nights full board included (B:breakfast, 

L:lunch, D:dinner). 
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- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide English/Spanish (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

Program does not include: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurante meals 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Tips  - Supplement single  
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11 days/ 10 nights  “ICEFIELD CIRCUIT”  (EXP 03): 
REGULAR DEPARTURES: 1st TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH FROM NOVEMBER TO APRIL. 

 

High Mountaineering expedition. Phisically demanding, glacier walking, Campments, climbing 

introduction, Snow shoes, etc…  Objective: To cross over the Northern Patagonian Ice 

Field… The world’s  best and most beautiful mountain landscape… (and the  worst too…)  
 

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA /COIHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to Puerto Guadal. On the way, 

we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by the mountain that takes the 

same name. We have lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then we follow to Puerto 

Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to the “Marble Chapel" 

fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. Arrival to Puerto 

Guadal. Welcome drinks and overnight in Terra Lunalodge on the  shores of General Carrera 

Lake. (L,D)  

DAY 2:  TERRA LUNA-LAGO LEONES-PTA CAMELLO 

Early transfer to Leones  valley. Trekking to the lake. We cross the lake with a zodiac. 

We climb (with charge) to Pta Camello camp. Nice trekking up hill into the rain forest and 

up the rocky edges amongst the mountains. Perfect panorama on the glaciers and the 

surrounding summits. (B,L,D)  

DAY 3:   PTA CAMELLO-CAMP ITALIANO   

We cross Leones glacier towards the Icefield. The landscape becomes aereal and very 

impressive. We are just below the icefield and set our camp at Camp Italiano. (B,L,D) 

DAY 4:  CAMP ITALIANO-NORTHERN PATAGONIAN ICE FIELD -CAMP CRISTAL 

We get up the icefield by a pass located at the foot of the icy mountains like Cerro 

Cristal. The view opens on this extraordinary plateau of 110kms long and 45kms wide. The 

world’s most beautiful landscape for many people. According to conditions we camp below 

cerro Cristal. (B,L,D) 

DAY 5:   CAMP CRISTAL-CAMP HIELO 1 

Today we cross the Icefield with our snowshoes heading south. In good weather it’s  an 

absolutely extraordinary day… you must live it. To walk in such a hughe an lonesome place 

is something you just can’t describe with words. Camp in the middle of the Northern 

Patagonian Ice field. (B,L,D).  

DAY 6:  CAMP HIELO 1-ALTO GLACIAR NEF 

We keep on crossing the icefield upto the point where Nef glacier is born, here we set our 

second camp on the Ice. (B,L,D) 

DAY 7:   ALTO GLACIAR NEF-BOSQUE ENCANTADO 

Finally we leave the ice and come down through the valley of the Soler river by a steep 

rock slope that takes us where the river is born. We carry on to the enchanted forest 

where we re-encounter vegetation and set our camp around a nice fire where songs are part 

of the package… (B,L,D) 

DAY 8:  BOSQUE ENCANTADO 

Safety day in case of bad weather. Camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 9:  BOSQUE ENCANTADO-VALLE SOLER-TERRA LUNA 

Trekking down Soler vallley to get the Jet Boat and navigate the Soler river , lake Plomo 

and lake Bertrand.  Transfer to Terra Luna.  Finally warm lodgment and Party… (B,L,D) 

DAY 10: TERRA LUNA 

Free and rest day in  Terra Luna (B,L,D) 

DAY 11: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA-(OUT) 

Transfer to Balmaceda airport for connecting flight back to Santiago or arrival in 

Teniente Vidal airport and transfer to the hotel in Coyhaique (hotel not included). End of 

services (B,L) 

 

Program Includes 

- Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be shared.) 

- 02 Lodgment night in Terra Luna + 08 camp nights full board included (B:breakfast, 

L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide English/Spanish (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 
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Program does not include: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurante meals 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Tips  - Supplement single  
 

 

 

11 Days/ 10 Nights “SAN LORENZO”  (3.706 m) (EXP 04): 
PRIVATE SERVICES: Upon request 

 

 Mount San Lorenzo (3706m) is one of the nicest summits of Chilean Patagonia. This ascent 

is particularly engaged and technical (AD ice). This program is only for good mountaineers 

looking for a big challenge and the logistical support of local specialists. 

      

DAY 1: COIHAIQUE/BALMACEDA (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

 Reception at Balmaceda/Coyahique airport. Transfer to Lake General Carrera.  

Excursion to the Capilla de Marmol, Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Overnight at Terra 

Luna Lodge. (L,D)  

DAY 2: TERRA LUNA - COCHRANE - FUNDO SAN LORENZO 

 Transfer by car to Rio Tranquilo and trekking to reach  Fundo San Lorenzo in the 

Tranquilo River Valley. Mules carry the equipment. Camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 3: FUNDO SAN LORENZO - SAN LORENZO BASE CAMP 

 Trek  to the base of  Mount San Lorenzo. The impressive snowy slopes captivate our 

sight and fascinate our  imagination. Camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 4: SAN LORENZO 

 Ascent of San Lorenzo. (B,L,D) 

DAY 5: SAN LORENZO 

 Ascent of San Lorenzo. (B,L,D) 

DAY 6: SAN LORENZO 

 Ascent of San Lorenzo. (B,L,D) 

DAY 7: SAN LORENZO 

 Ascent of San Lorenzo. (B,L,D) 

DAY 8: SAN LORENZO 

 Ascent of San Lorenzo. (B,L,D) 

DAY 9: SAN LORENZO BASE CAMP 

 Back to the base camp of San Lorenzo. (B,L,D) 

DAY 10: SAN LORENZO BASE CAMP - TERRA LUNA 

 Trek and transfer back to Puerto Guadal. Lodge Terra Luna. (B,L,D) 

DAY 11: TERRA  LUNA-COIHAIQUE/BALMACEDA  (OUT) 

 Transfer to Balmaceda/Coihaique airport. END OF SERVICES. (B,L) 

 

Program Includes 

- Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be shared.) 

- 02 Lodgment night in Terra Luna + 08 camp nights with full board included (B:breakfast, 

L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide English/Spanish (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedalo  boat. 

 

Not Included: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurante meals 

- Tips. 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Supplement single  

- Sleeping bags, Mountaineering equipment (Ask us), 

- Mountaineering technical equipment 
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NOTE: Entrance & departure transfers for private programs, to and/or from Terra Luna could 

eventually be share as in a regular service, due to logistic reasons. 

 

Recommended flights: 

IN Flight:  Arriving Balmaceda before 12:00 hrs. (Noon) 

OUT Flight:   Departing Balmaceda after 15:00 hrs. 

20 days / 19 nights “SAN VALENTIN” (4.058 m) (EXP 05): 
PRIVATE DEPARTURES: Upon request 

 

 Mount San Valentin (4058m) is the highest peak of Patagonia. Its location in the 

middle of the Northern Patagonian Icefield makes it the most attractive climb and a unique 

experience. This expedition is the maximum challenge of our actual catalogue and is only 

available for experienced mountaineers. Mental discipline is one of the most important 

skills in this kind of expeditions as weather conditions often oblige the party to spend 

several days stuck in a tent.  

 We offer this climb with the support of snowshoes and sleds. During the 1999-2000 

season, AZIMUT 360 team opened a new and very interesting itinerary for the climb of this 

mountain, starting from Lago Leones instead of Laguna San Rafael (historical route). Since 

then, AZIMUT 360 has been the only Chilean company to offer and success a commercial 

expedition on that climb. Our own mountaineering and trekking lodge, Terra Luna, and its 

staff in Puerto Guadal stay in permanent VHF radio contact with the expedition, 

representing a  huge logistical and security support to any expedition. This route is 

entirely recorded in our GPS. Our campsites benefit from extraordinary views and are 

restocked as often as possible by expedition and/or plane deposits. 

 This and many more details make AZIMUT 360 the only company to offer a complete 

logistic support which will guarantee that your expeditions has the highest chances of 

success. You and the weather will do the rest...Good luck!! 

  

DAY 1: BALMACEDA (IN) - TERRA LUNA 

 Reception at Balmaceda airport. We start the trip to Lake General Carrera. Short 

visit of Cerro Castillo, Puerto Murta and Puerto Tranquilo before reaching Puerto 

Guadal. Overnight in a lodge. (L,D)  

DAY 2: TERRA LUNA  

 Full day of preparation of the expedition in Terra Luna (Puerto Guadal). Briefing. 

Lodge. (B,L,D) 

DAY 3: TERRA LUNA-PUERTO LEON 

 Transfer to Leones valley. Trekking to the lake. Cross of the lake with a zodiac 

to Preach Puerto leon. Charge transportation and back to Puerto leon wher we camp. 

(B,L,D) 

DAY 4: PUERTO LEON-PUNTA CAMELLO 

 Climb to Punta Camello base camp. Porters will help us carry up part of the 

equipment. We camp in Punta Camello. Fantastic panorama on the East side of  the 

mountain range. First view of our objective. (B,L,D) 

DAY 5: PUNTA CAMELLO-DEPOSIT-PUNTA CAMELLO 

 Charge transportation to “Deposit”. Back to Punta Camello. (B,L,D) 

DAY 6: PUNTA CAMELLO-DEPOSIT-PASO CAMP 

 Climb to deposit and  then to Camp 1 (Paso camp), on the East edge of the Icecap. 

(B,L,D) 

DAY 7: PASO CAMP-RATON CAMP 

 Approach cross (with skies and sleds) on the icecap to reach Raton camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 8: RATON CAMP-TERRACE CAMP 

 Climb to Terrace camp. Extraordinary scenery of ice & snow with Mt San Valentin in 

the background. (B,L,D) 

DAY 9: TERRACE CAMP-FINAL CAMP 

 Long cross to set our camp at the very foot of San Valentin. Camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 10: FINAL CAMP-SAN VALENTIN-FINAL CAMP 

 Ascent of San Valentin (4058m). Back to final camp. (B,L,D) 

DAYS 11-12-13: LOGISTIC and SECURITY DAYS 
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DAY 14: FINAL CAMP-RATON CAMP 

 Return to  Raton camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 15: RATON CAMP-PASO CAMP 

 Return to  Paso camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 16: PASO CAMP-PUNTA CAMELLO 

 Return to Punta Camello base camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 17: PUNTA CAMELLO-PUERTO LEON 

 Trek down to Puerto Leon. Porters will help carry things back down. Camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 18: PUERTO LEON-TERRA LUNA 

 Zodiac cross, trekking and transfer back to Puerto Guadal. Terra Luna lodge. 

(B,L,D) 

DAY 19: TERRA LUNA 

 Rest and reorganisation day. Unpacking, drying, etc... Lodge. (B,L,D) 

DAY 20: TERRA LUNA-BALMACEDA (OUT) 

 Transfer to Balmaceda, END OF SERVICES. (B,L) 

IMPORTANT: 

-This program is indicative and can be modified at any moment during the expedition. 

-In case of an early return to Puerto Guadal, additional nights in the lodge or services 

must be paid directly by passengers. Nevertheless, expedition food, camping equipment and 

guides are still at passengers disposition (free). 

-Operation period is December / January / February / March 

 

III/ LOGISTICAL ASPECTS: 

-Porters are considered on days 3,4, 5,17,18. These porters will only help divide the 

charge and do not 

liberate passengers carrying heavy loads. Passengers MUST and WILL carry heavy backpacks 

anyway. 

The purpose of these porters is to avoid several trips for that section. It is also likely 

that porters do 

portages of common equipment and food before the group arrives in the area. 

-The expedition considers 1 mountain guide for every 3 PAX (calculation considers AZIMUT 

360 and 

eventual external guides). 

-Passengers must be in a very good physical condition as well as a good training with 

HEAVY backpacks. 

-Passengers will have sleds to pull, as we consider 1 sled/ 3 PAX. 

-Passengers MUST RESPECT the equipment list we request. 

 

PASSENGER EQUIPMENT LIST: 

General and camping gear: 

-Sleeping bag (Hyolophil recommended)  + bivouac bag recommended -Very good glacier 

glasses 

-1 big backpack (90l-120l) - Clothes for wet weather more than for cold weather -Trekking 

shoes 

-Polarfleece + goretex trousers and jacket -ski goggles -polarfleece monk’s cloak -Therm-

a-rest + survival blanket 

-polyamid wind stopper gloves + goretex covergloves -cantine and/or thermos 

 

Mountaineering gear: 

- Telescopic ski poles with sharp extremity -Mountaineering harness (with regulation) 

- 5m of mountain rope (5mm) -1 “tibloc” or “ropeman” + 1 “8” descender + 5 carabiners with 

lock 

- Snow Overboots (gaiters)  

-Comfortable and good mountaineering plastic boots. (KOFLACH Arctis Expeditions or 

similar) 

-1 technical ice axes: with hammer or normal -1 ice screw 
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AZIMUT 360 will bring tents, ropes, radios, GPS, sleds, additional mountain gear, 

snowshoes, showels,  etc... 

 

Program Includes 

- Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique  (Note: transfer In & Ouy can be shared.) 

- 04 Lodgment night in Terra Luna + 15 camp nights with full board included (B:breakfast, 

L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guide English/Spanish (Other languages according to availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedal boat. 

 

Programa No incluye: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurante meals 

- Tips. 

- Services not detailed in the program 

- Supplement single  

- Sleeping bags, Mountaineering equipment (Ask us), 

- Mountaineering technical equipment 

 

NOTE: Entrance & departure transfers for private programs, to and/or from Terra Luna could 

eventually be share as in a regular service, due to logistic reasons. 
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7 days / 6 nights “THE DESCENT OF RIO BAKER” (EXP 06): 
PRIVATE DEPARTURES: Upon request 

 
For Kayak lovers we have design this wonderful programa. The descent of Rio Baker from 

Cochrane to Caleta Tortel. A different perspective to discover Aysen secret landscapes. A 

voyage for those in love with deep nature.  Navigations available for all public, in clam 

waters where you don’t need to be a white water expert. 

 

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA/COYHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA  

Departure from Coyhaique or Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by 

the mountain that takes the same name. We had lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then 

we follow to Puerto Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to 

the “Marble Chapel" fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. 

Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and dinner in Terra Luna Restaurant on the  shore 

of General Carrera Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2:  TERRA LUNA-BALSA BAKER-BALSA COLONIA  

Vehicule transfer to Balsa Baker , stariting point of the kayaking. We paddle down Baker 

river to reach Balsa Colonia area wher we set our first camp. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 3:  BALSA COLONIA-LUKAS BRIDGES PASS 

Our descent continues. We must pass 3 easy rapids untill we end in EL Salton area where 

navigation is not posible any more. We carry our kayaks along 1km using Lukas Bridges 

pass, to get to our camp site. (CB,L,D) 

 

DAY 4:   LUKAS BRIDGES PASS-RIO VARGAS 

We are now kayaking the coger Baker, the river is bigger and calmer. Our next camp Hill be 

set in Rio Vargas area.  Camp. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 5:   RIO VARGAS-CALETA TORTEL 

The last part of our descent gets us every time closer from civilisaton. We reach the 

outlet of the river  in Tortel village. Overnight in a guest house (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 6:  CALETA TORTEL-TERRA LUNA 

Transfer back to Terra Luna. We visit of the way, the confluence of Nef and Baker rivers. 

Arrival to Terra Luna. Lodge. (B,L,D) 

 

DAY 7:  TERRA LUNA – BALMACEDA/COYHAIQUE (OUT) 

Breakfast in Terra Luna Restaurant. Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique, following the 

extraordinary Austral Road. Arrival to Balmaceda or Coyhaique. End of services (B)  

 

INFORMATIONS: 

-Itinerary can vary according to group carascteristics, and climate. 

 

Included: 

- Overland Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique Airport. (Note: transfer In & Ouy 

can be shared.) 

- 02 nights in Terra Luna Lodge + 01 night in Tortel +03 camp nights all with full board 

included (B:breakfast, L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Specialized bilingual guided Spanish/ English (Other languages according to 

availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedalo. 

- Complete Kayak  equipement 

 

Not Included: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurante meals, Single supplement 

- Tips. & Services not detailed in the program 
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7 days / 6 nights “INDOMITABLE PATAGONIA” (EXP 06): 
PRIVATE DEPARTURES: Upon request 

 
For real adventure lovers, this is an circular exploration trekking amongst rivers, lakes, 

deep forest and glaciers of the Northern Icecap.  Wild and untouched nature Hill delight  

all challenge fanatics. 

 

DAY 1:   BALMACEDA/COYHAIQUE (IN) - TERRA LUNA  

Departure from Coyhaique or Reception at Balmaceda airport. We follow the Austral road to 

Puerto Guadal. On the way, we visit “Villa Cerro Castillo”, wonderful plain dominated by 

the mountain that takes the same name. We had lunch in a Typical Patagón Restaurant, then 

we follow to Puerto Tranquilo and (weather conditions allowing) we do a boat excursion to 

the “Marble Chapel" fantastic maze of caves drawn by the millenary waves of the lake. 

Arrival to Puerto Guadal. Welcome drinks and dinner in Terra Luna Restaurant on the  shore 

of General Carrera Lake. (L,D)  

 

DAY 2: TERRA LUNA –RIO LEONES-LAGUNAS MELLIZAS 

Jet boat transferí to Rio leones. Trekking begins with the clima to lagunas Mellizas.Camp. (CB,L,D) 

 

DAY 3: LAGUNAS MELLIZAS-VALLE OLVIDADO  

Trekking follows upwards to reach “la picada” pass befote to get down into the “forgotten valley” . camp. (CB,L,D) 

 

DAY 4: VALLE OLVIDADO-LAKE FIERO-GLACIER FIERO-LAKE LEONES 

We reach  lake Fiero where a zodiac wait to ge tus to the front of the glaciar. Then we trek down to lake Leones. Camp. (CB,L,D) 

 

DAY 5: LAKE LEONES – LEONES GLACIER-LAKE LEONES 

Navegation with a  zodiac to reach Glaciar Leones. Walk on the glaciar. Back to camp. Security day. Camp (CB,L,D) 

 

DAY 6: LAKE LEONES-TERRA LUNA 

Trekking down into Leones valley and Transfer back Terra Luna. Hotel. (CB,L,D) 

 

DAY 7: TERRA LUNA - BALMACEDA (OUT) 

Breakfast in Terra Luna Restaurant. Transfer to Balmaceda or Coyhaique, following the 

extraordinary Austral Road. Arrival to Balmaceda or Coyhaique. End of services (B)  

 

INFORMATIONS: 

-Itinerary can be modified according to group carascteristics, and climate. 

 

Included: 

- Overland Transfers from and to Balmaceda or Coyhaique Airport. (Note: transfer In & Ouy 

can be shared.) 

- 02 nights in Terra Luna Lodge + 05 camp nights all with full board included 

(B:breakfast, L:lunch, D:dinner). 

- Daily excursions detailed in the program 

- Specialized bilingual guided Spanish/ English (Other languages according to 

availability) 

- Free use: HOT TUB, Sauna, Mountainbikes, and pedalo. 

- Zodiac (inflatable boat) on Lakes Leones and Fiero. 

 

Not Included: 

- CHARTER Flights, 

- Drinks during restaurante meals 

- Personal equipment 

- Tips. & Services not detailed in the program 

- Single supplement 
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EEExxxcccuuurrrsssiiiooonnnsss   iiinnncccllluuudddeeeddd   iiinnn   ooouuurrr   AAALLLLLL   IIINNNCCCLLLUUUSSSIIIVVVEEE   ppprrrooogggrrraaammmsss:::   
 

 

1- NAVIGACION TO MARBEL CAVES + ISLA + SALTOS DEL MAQUI 

All public.  Navigation on lake General Carrera to Pto Guadal marbel caves and Carabinero 

Island  Short walk following Maqui to the numerous waterfalls. Return by land or boat to 

Terra Luna DURATION 1 hour. 

 

2-  NAVIGATION TO MARBEL CHAPEL AND PTO SANCHEZ 

All public.  Navigation on lake General Carrera to marbel chapel and Pto Sanchez Islands. 

DURATION 2-3 hours. 

 

3-TREKKING TO RIO MAQUI WATERFALL: 

2-3 hours trekking. All public. Walk with local guide from Terra Luna to the numerous 

waterfalls of rio Maqui. Back to Terra Luna walking, in vehicule or by boat. DURATION 2-4 

hours according to return mode.  

 

4- TREKKING TO LAKE BERTRAND : 

Easy trekking to lake Bertrand. Duration (2 to 5 hours) varies according to selected 

starting point. Combinable with a mountain bike portion. All public. Good for rainy days. 

 

5- OVERLAND TO CHILE CHICO AND JEINIMENI NATIONAL RESERVE : 

FULL DAY excursion to Chile  Chico and Jeinimeni Nacional reserve. All public. DURATION 10 

hours. 

 

6- HORSE RIDING TO MINA ESCONDIOA OR LAGUNA LA MANGA : 

HALF DAY horse riding excursion to Mina Escondiota or Laguna la Manga. DURATION 2 hours. 

 

7-TREKKING  TO  “VERANADA” FOSSILES: 

FULL DAY trekking to search for Veranada´s fossiles. Includes : Transfer by car, 

tourleader, picnic.Wonderful views. DURATION  5-6 hours.  

 

8-  RAFTING ON BAKER RIVER : 

HALF DAY rafting on the Baker river. Roundtrip transfer by car. 2h of rafting. All public. 

DURATION 4-5 h.  

 

9- TREKKING TO  LEONES LAKE: 

FULL DAY trekking to Leones lake and its impressive glaciers. Transfer by 4x4 car to  

Mapuche glacier. Beginning of the trekking 2h, to reach the lake. Navigation with a zodiac 

to the glacier front wall. Lunch facing the glaciar. Unforgettable experience. Back to 

Terra Luna. DURATION 10 hours.  

 

10- TREKKING TO MELIQUINA LAKE: 

FULL DAY trekking to Meliquina lake. Transfer by car to Punta Baja. Demanding trekking. 

Back to Leones Valley . Tour leader and lunch included. Tour of lakes and glaciers. 

DURATION 10-12 hours. 

 

11- EXCURSION  TAMANGO RESERVE & BAKER RIVER : 

FULL DAY excursion to Pto Bertrand, Baker river water fall, Cochrane and Tamango reserve 

to see “huemules”. All public. DURATION 8-10 h. 

 

12- CANOPY: 

Extraordinary Canopo with  a loto f different games, All public. DURATION 2 hours. 

 

13- EXCURSION TO  EXPLORADORES VALLEY  AND TO THE MARBEL CHAPEL: 

FULL DAY excursion to Pto Tranquilo, Exploradores Valley, Marble chapel etc... . Transfer 

by car, cross boat until the marble chapel (if posible), tour leader, lunch, etc... All 

public. DURATION 8-10 hours.  
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14- CLIMB OF MOUNT LINDERO MAGALLANES: 

Full day excursion to climb mount Lindero Magallanes (1700m), Incredible view on the 

highest peaks of patagonia and on 5 different lakes (at least). Medium. 10-12 hours.  

 

 

15.- FLY FISHING 

Enjoy 2 hours fishing in Lago Bertrand and Lake Bertrand area. Navigation in Semi Rigid 

(motor) and McKenzie (row) boats. Only Cath & Release. Duration 3 - 4 hours. Basic fishing 

equipment Included. 

 

16- CANOEING ON LEONES RIVER: 

Transfer to Leones river. Fantasticv Canoeing on the river, in between mountains, glaciers 

and local fauna. Back to Terra Luna. (6h) . (L)  

 

17-TREKKING / NAVEGATION TO LAKE LEONES / FIERO, CACHORRO & ITS GLACIERS (2 days) 

Day 1: Transfer to Valley Leones. Trekking (2h) to  reach lake Leones. Navegation with a 

zodiac to the front of the glacier Leones. Trekking (30mn) to lake Cachorro. Camp in lake 

Leones (L,D) 

Day 2: Trekking to lake Fiero. Navegation to glacier Fiero. Back to lake Leones, trekking 

(2h)  down into valley Leones. Transfer back to Terra Luna. (B,L) 

 

Other Excursions Available in Terra Luna: 
NOT INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAMS 

 

 

1- JET BOAT EXCURSIONS: 

Navégate with our Jet Boat, the region’s most beautiful and unaccessible lakes and rivers. 

Several excursions are available (see Patagonia Jet catalog): 

 

2- TREKKING TO LAKE LEONES + CLIMB TO PTA CAMELLO: 

Day 1: Transfer Leones valley. Small trekking (2h) to the lake Leones to see the 

impressive glaciers. Navigation with zodiacs to Glacier Leones. Camp in lake Leones. (L,D) 

Day 2: Trekking (6-8h) to Pta Camello. Camp in lake Leones. (CB,L,D) 

Day 3: Navigation with zodiacs to Glacier Leones. Trekking back Leones valley. Transfer to 

Terra Luna. (CB,L) 

Transfers, equipment, meals, guide included (NO mules) 

 

3- CERRO MOCHO: 

 4 days expedition to  Cerro Mocho (2400m). Rock, Ice & snow clima. Extraordinary view on 

the icefield. Mountaineerers with a minimum of experience.  

Day 1: Transfer Leones valley. Small trekking (2h) to lake Leones. Navigation with zodiacs 

to Glacier Leones. Trekking up (4h) to Pta Camello. Camp with a fantastic panorama on Mt 

San Valentin. Camp. (L,D) 

DAY 2: Climb to Italian camp. At the East side of the icefield. (B,L,D) 

DAY 3: We get on the icefield and climb cerro Mocho Back to Pta Camello. Camp. (B,L,D) 

DAY 4: Trek down to Puerto Leon. Navigation on the lake, trekking  and transfer to Terra 

Luna.(B,L) 

 

4-TREKKING TO SAN LORENZO BASE CAMP: 

Day 1: Transfer to Fundo San Lorenzo. Trekking  (3h)to Agostini base camp. (L,D) 

Day 2: Trekking (6-8h) to the heights of San Lorenzo. Spectacular views. Back to the camp. 

(CB,L,D) 

Day 3: Trekking Fundo San Lorenzo (3h). Transfer to Terra Luna. (CB,L) 

Transfers, equipment, meals, guide included (NO mules) 

 

5-2 DAYS EXCURSION TO LAGUNA SAN RAFAEL 

Day 1: Transfer to Bahia Exploradores. Navigation to Laguna San Rafael. camp. (L,D) 

Day 2:  Trekking, Navigation to Bahia Exploradores. Transfer to Terra Luna (B,L,D) 
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6- FOLLOWING “INDIANA JONES”: 

 4 days trekking into wild and unspoiled mountains .  

Day 1: Jet boat transfer Leones valley. Trekking (5h) to lagunas Mellizas. Camp (CB,L,D) 

Day 2: Climb to La picada pass and trek down into the forgotten valley. Camp. 

(CB,L,D).  

Day 3: We get to Fiero lake and take a zodiac to visit the glacier. Trekking to lake 

Leones. Camp (CB,L,D) 

Day 4: Navogation to Leones glacier, ice walk and trek down Leones valley to get a 

transfer to Terra Luna.(B,L) 

 

 

Activities available in Terra Luna lodge 
 

 SLIDE SHOWS AND CINEMA: 

Terra Luna has an audiovisual equiped room and organises slide shows and movies. 

 

 PRIVATE “DISCOTHEQUE”: 

This room is totally equiped as a “discotheque” for big occasions (birthdays, new 

year, weddings, etc) 

 

 HOT TUB ”TERMA LUNA”:The best of Terra Luna, on the lake shore, to alternate cold 

and warm baths. 

 

SAUNA: Enjoy the first panoramic sauna facing one of the most beautiful view. 

  

 “EXPEDITION ROOM” MINISHOP: with souvenirs to do the best gifts to your friends or 

familily. 

 

PEDALO: Cycle boat for relaxing on the Lake. 

  

MINI CLIMBING WALL: To iniciate yourself during bad wearther days. 

  
 EXTERIOR GAMES: Terra Luna has a game area for children and a “petanque” court for 

the adults. 

 

 CANOPY: Terra Luna has a Canopy with  anice view over the lake. Age limits: 8 to 70 

years old. 

 

 FISHING: We can borrow you some Basic fishing equipments to try your chance on the 

shore of the lake. 

  

 BOATING EXCURSIONS; 

Use our zodiac to navigate, the lake of your choice (General Carrera, Plomo, 

Bertrand, Leones, etc....) 

 

MOUNTAIN BIKE: Rent a bike and ride on the trails and tracks of Patagonia. 

  

 TREKKING: 

If you like trekking, Terra Luna proposes an infinity of alternatives. We offer from 

a simple day trek to a several days real explorations to remote glacier valleys. (see 

excursions) 

 

 MOUNTAINEERING: 

All the surrounding summits can be climbed with our specialized mountain guide. We 

offer climbs from day climbs to a 22 days expedition to mount San Valentin (4058m) 

(only experts)(see excursions) 
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 RAFTING: 

Raft the Baker river!!! A unique experience for the whole family. Very soft raft 

(grade 2) in a unique landscape. Rafting programs start from a 2h raft to a 6 days 

adventure raft to Caleta Tortel!!! 

 

 HORSEBACK RIDING: 

For horsebackriding lovers, Terra  Luna offers from simple half day rides to 5 days 

horseback excursions in the surrounding mountains and valleys (Soler, Leones , San 

Lorenzo, etc...) 

 

 KAYAKING & CANOEING: 

Do some kayaking or canoeing on the lake or get down one of the so many rivers. A 

different approach! 

 

 TOURISTIC FLIGHTS: 

Fly to the most beautiful places,  over the icefied, around San Valentin mount and to 

San Rafael lagoon. 

 

 SNOWSHOEING EXCURSIONS: 

Patagonia OFF SEASON, appart from the best rates, offers the option to do nice 

excursions with snowshoes (provided by Terra Luna) a funny and healthy experience to 

live. 

 

 JET BOAT: 

              Terra Luna has a jet boat tol et you feel the adrenalina. 
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GGGeeennneeerrraaalll   iiinnnfffooorrrmmmaaatttiiiooonnnsss 

 

LOW SEASON:  From May 1st until August 31th 

      

HIGH SEASON: From September 1st until April 30th 

 

We require a prepayment 60 days prior arrival to confirm  any booking 

 

Invoice info: TERRA LUNA S.A.    Rut: 76.006 882-9   

Km 1,5 camino a Mallín Grande, Puerto Guadal. Giro: Hotelería.  

Cancelation Fees: 

- 30 days before arrival:    No Penalty Charge. 

- From 29 to 15 days before arrival:  25% of the Total Rate. 

- From 14 to 5 days before arrival:  50% of the Total Rate. 

- 5 days before arrival:    100% of the Total Rate. 

- NO SHOW:     100% of the Total Rate. 

Childrens Policy for ALL INCLUSIVE PROGRAMS: 

- 0-2 years:    Free 

- 3-12 years:     50% over the Rack rate (sharing parents room) 

- 13 or + years:    Normal Rate 

 

CHECK IN: 14:00   CHECK OUT: 12:00 

 

- ALL INCLUSIVE programs include: 

- Overland Transfer In & Out Terra Luna Lodge – Balmaceda or Coyhaique 

- Free use of Terra Luna infrastructure and the described excursions with specialised 

guide 

- full board service, boats, horses, etc....  

- Lunch is generally a box lunch in case of full-day activity out of Terra Luna.   

 

- Not Included in Programs:  

- drinks during restaurant meals & tips 

- charter flights & Jet boat except in Program “The Glacier Connection” 

- excursions marked with * in our Excursión Menu 

- Personal insurances  

 

   

 Bookings: info@terraluna.cl  Tel: (56-2) 2351519  Celular: (56-9) 8-4491092 

 Tel Lodge (56-67) 2431263 Cel phone: (56-9) 66195590 

 Web site: www.terraluna.cl 

  

mailto:info@terraluna.cl
http://www.terraluna.cl/

